Spectrum Glass presents: The System 96® Glass Craft Program

Project Guide
Autumn Leaves
Glass Cutting: Pattern cutting, and nipping
Firing: Full Fuse, Slump
Lovely autumn leaves scattered on a forest floor. Also consider trying
other color pallettes — or the leaves as a border treatment on a large platter.
Tangerine STRIKES!
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Cut leaf shapes from an autumn pallette of
glass and arrange on a 12-inch Circle Base.
(Use the Cutting Guide on page 2, or your
own leaf designs.) Using pinpoints of glue,
adhere leaves in place allowing very small
gaps between each leaf section for “veins.”

Nip small Pale Amber triangles and carefully
arrange around the edge as a border. Glue
in place. Nip very thin slivers of Medium
Amber for leaf ‘stems’ and insert in base of
leaf so each stem continues into the main
vein of leaf.
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Carefully sprinkle a small amount of Dark
Amber FINE Frit near the bottom of each
leaf and brush it into the veins. Sprinkle a
small amount of Medium Amber FINE Frit
and work it into the outer veins tapering
off to no fill at the very ends.
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Sprinkle Chestnut and Terra Cotta FINE Frit
in between the Clear nipped pieces and
follow with Medium Amber FINE Frit (plus
small amounts of 151 Red and 171 Orange
in scattered spots). Brush all Frit off of flat
surfaces and into the grooves between
pieces. Add Frit shading/detail to leaves.
Note that 151 Red and 171 Orange FINE
Frit can be very dark on light leaves — use
sparingly and just on edges and leaf tips.
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Fill interior area with small, nipped pieces of
Clear with occasional pieces of Pale Amber.
This fill keeps the leaves crisp at a full fuse,
so brace the stems carefully and continue
filling between all sections making the
pieces fit together like a puzzle.
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To further ensure an even total volume,
sprinkle Clear FINE and MEDIUM grade Frit on
all the center nipped area, filling any remaining
gaps between glass. Sprinkle random clumps
of MEDIUM grade Frit color such as Pale and
Medium Amber on several spots to add
complexity to the design. Full fuse then slump.
(We used Slumpy’s mold #BB-SM-154-P.) For a
matte/organic look, turn the piece over (so the
top becomes the bottom) before slumping.
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Materials We Used
Glass: 100SFS 12-inch Pre-Cut Circle Base, 110.2SF Pale Amber,
110.4SF Light Amber, 110.8SF Medium Amber, 170.2SF Tangerine (Note
— this strikes to a yummy light Orange), 161SF Yellow, 100SFS Clear
Frit: Pale Amber FINE & MEDIUM (F2-1102-96, F3-1102-96), Medium
Amber FINE & MEDIUM (F2-1108-96, F3-1108-96), Clear FINE & MEDIUM
(F2-00-96, F3-00-96), Red Fine (F2-151-96),
Orange FINE (F2-171-96), Yellow FINE (F2-161-96), Sunflower FINE
(F2-2672-96), Dark Amber FINE (F2-111-96), Chestnut FINE
(F2-2114-96), Terra Cotta FINE (F2-2152-96).
PAPYROS® Kiln Shelf Paper

Slumping Schedule We Used
Seg.

Ramp

Goal Temp

Hold Time

1

250

250

15

2

250

1100

60

3

250

1200

30

4

300

1225

10

5

9999*

950

60

6

150

800

10

7

300

100

0

(ºF per Hour)

(º F)

(Minutes)

TIP: When a mold is deep such as the one
we used, a very slow slump works well.

It’s easy to lose track of the leaf pieces
— especially with the complicated
Maple. As you separate the sections,
lay them back on the pattern so
you stay organized. Once complete,
carefully transfer to Base.

Cutting Guide
Trace leaves onto Transparent Glass using an
ULTRA Fine tip Sharpie® pen (so marks are
nice and light.). Cutting down the center of
each leaf before tackling outer curves
relieves the tension in the glass. If a
curve is deep (as in the Maple or
Oak leaves), try cutting the vein
section first, then completing the
deeper curved cuts.
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